
 

The Year 13 Geography Curriculum 
Autumn Term 

 

Curriculum Leader: Mr J Mace 

 

What knowledge and understanding will be gained this term? 

NEA Write up (Oct half term) 

1. Students to go to Swanage on their fieldtrip (September) and collect data for their study. 
2. Students to present data using a range of techniques including one complex graph.  
3. Students to write analysis of results referring to theory and literature to explain results.  
4. Students to write conclusions answering hypothesis  
5. Students to write evaluation including wider contexts of study and any ethical considerations 

Contemporary Urban Environments (Part 2) 

 

1. What are the economic inequalities in cities? 
2. How do we tackle poverty in urban areas? 
3. What is the cultural diversity like in urban areas compared to rural areas? 
4. How do urban temperatures differ to rural temperatures? Why does this happen? 
5. What issues are faced in urban areas and how are they dealt with in different areas around the world? 
6. How can urban areas be developed sustainably?  

 
Natural Hazards  

1. What are hazards? 

2. How do perceptions & responses vary? 

3. What different models are there for hazard management? 

4. What are the different plate boundaries & landforms created on them? 

What skills will be acquired and developed this term? 

 Development of data analysis skills 

 Fieldwork skills  

 Building case study knowledge of recent events  

 Evaluation and analytical techniques 

What will be the Key Assessment(s) during this term? 

 Year 13 Mock exam in January that will test everything that has been done over the two years 

 Regular 6 and 20 mark questions set every 3 weeks to test application of knowledge and build exam technique 

 4 mark questions embedded in lessons to test knowledge 

How can you help? 

 Encourage students to keep up to date with the news to add to their file. Students should always complete the wider 
reading set each week. 

 Support your son/daughter by encouraging them to have a revision file with case study revision cards, key word 
glossaries and revision notes. You can test your child on knowledge by asking questions from these resources 

 Encourage students to start doing more practice questions in their own time using examples provided as this is the best 
form of revision. 

Recommended reading, supportive websites and resources 

Websites 
 BBC news 

 Geofiles and geofact sheets (on student drive) 

 Geography review (can subscribe to or have access to in the geography office) 

 Google scholar  
 

Books 
 How to write essays in geography related disciplines- Peter Knight 

 Need to Know: AQA A-level Geography- David Redfern REVISION GUIDE 
 

 



The Year 13 Geography Curriculum 
Spring Term 

Curriculum Leader: Mr Mace 

What knowledge and understanding will be gained this term? 

Natural Hazards 

1. How the earth structured and what are the main theories of how the plates move? 

2. What are the different types of volcanoes and what hazards do they produce? 

3. How can volcanoes be predicted and how can they be responded to? 

Revision 

1. 3 2 hour revision lessons on each unit of work 

2. Lesson 1 will include key word tests, folder checks, filling in gaps and completing a revision booklet 

provided to students on the topic. 6 mark question to be set as prep. 

3. Lesson 2 will include a quiz on key content covered and modelling of 20 mark answers. Students then to 

complete a 20 marker for prep which will be marked in the next lesson.  

4. Lesson 3 will be a walking talking mock taking the students through the exam paper on each unit of work. A 

4 mark, 2 6 markers and a 20 marker will be completed in this time.  

NEA Deadline: Monday after February half term.  

What skills will be acquired and developed this term? 

 Development of data analysis skills 

 Building case study knowledge of recent events.  

 Evaluation and analytical techniques 

 Exam technique improved and worked on  

 Understanding of the exam  

What will be the Key Assessment(s) during this term? 

 Regular 6 and 20 mark questions set every 3 weeks to test application of knowledge and build exam technique 

 4 mark questions embedded in lessons to test knowledge 

How can you help? 

 Encourage students to keep up to date with the news to add to their file. Students should always complete the wider 
reading set each week. 

 Support your son/daughter by encouraging them to have a revision file with case study revision cards, key word 
glossaries and revision notes. You can test your child on knowledge by asking questions from these resources. 

 Deadlines will be set for all prep and coursework deadlines will need be met without exception. Please 
ensure your child has made you aware of these.   

Recommended reading, supportive websites and resources 

 

Websites 
 BBC news 

 Geofiles and geofact sheets (on student drive) 

 Geography review (can subscribe to or have access to in the geography office) 
 

Books 
 How to write essays in geography related disciplines- Peter Knight 

 Need to Know: AQA A-level Geography- David Redfern REVISION GUIDE 

 Revision resource provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Year 13 Geography Curriculum 
Summer Term 

 

Curriculum Leader: Mr Mace 

 

What knowledge and understanding will be gained this term? 

Revision 

1. 3 2 hour revision lessons on each unit of work 

2. Lesson 1 will include key word tests, folder checks, filling in gaps and completing a revision booklet 

provided to students on the topic. 6 mark question to be set as prep. 

3. Lesson 2 will include a quiz on key content covered and modelling of 20 mark answers. Students then to 

complete a 20 marker for prep which will be marked in the next lesson.  

4. Lesson 3 will be a walking talking mock taking the students through the exam paper on each unit of work. A 

4 mark, 2 6 markers and a 20 marker will be completed in this time.  

What skills will be acquired and developed this term? 

 Students will consolidate all key skills 

 Clear and effective written communication 

 Precise selection of evidence to support ideas 

 Comparison skills 

 Application of critical views to support 

What will be the Key Assessment(s) during this term? 

 A-level examinations   

How can you help? 

 Ensure that your child regularly practises timed essays that have been provided for them 

 Ensure the student is using revision guides provided and has a revision timetable to allow them to manage their time 
effectively 

 Ensure your child attends revision sessions and intervention sessions as required.  

 Ensure your child has an area to study at home.  

Recommended reading, supportive websites and resources 

Websites 
 BBC news 

 Geofiles and geofact sheets (on student drive) 

 Geography review (can subscribe to or have access to in the geography office) 

 
Books 

 Need to Know: AQA A-level Geography- David Redfern REVISION GUIDE 

 Revision resource provided. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


